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N.I,0. PROGRAM 49 
Title Analyoia of Tidal Currents at La Chapolle Baiik, July 1^ /62. 
Mercury autocode. Maohine KEmCURY 
To conibine and. extend. N.I.O. Programs 4-1 and. 42, 
Program tape followed, by data tape. 
CodLe 
Purpose 
Taipes 
Data (a) 27 numbers^ being the values of t not required, in t W majority 
of the matrix oaloul ationa (where w = ' ^ - l 8 ' 0 and. w is the 
time in half-hours). 
(b) Then 17 lines each containing 3 values: 
XI yi zi , i = 0(l)l6 
(These values are the tidal parameters Rj^ J 
(c) Followed, by values of 
Vtlt 
VzCt 
V3lt 
v^lt 
where t = 0(l)l04 omitting those values of t in (a). 
(These values are the North (shallow), North (deep)^ 
East (shallow), East (deep) velocity components of currents.) 
End Ihdj.oation 
aeration 
Output 
Restrictions 
Time 
Method 
-> (nmp 
Read in program tape follotrnd. by data tape. Only a fifth 
of the data tape is read in at first, Rmching begins. 
After the third set of results has been punched, the 
remainder of the data is read and the punching recommences 
almost immediately and continues to the end when the maohine 
hoots, 
(a) 105 blocks of 8 numbers (as output of N.1,0. Program 41) 
(b) Matrix [M] (7x7) 
(c) Matrix [M""^] (7% 7) " 
(d) Matrix [vlCM"^] (7x4) 
(e) 4 values of 
(f) Matrix (4x104) 
See note (1). 
7 minutes, 
(a) As for N.I.O. Progrom 41, but the values of t differ. 
(b) The following matrix [w] is then computed for values 
(omitting those values at the start of the data tape) 
78 2fl SPs 2f* 2g2 2g4 
ZTifz SPif* 2figt Zfigz 2f ig4 
Sf 2 Sfsfi SPg 2f2f4 Zfsgi- 2f 2g2 Sf 2g4 
Zf^fi Sf^2 2f4 2f 4g2 Zf 4g4 
2gi Zgif 1 2glf4 2g1 2glg2 2glg4 
Zgzf 1 Zgaf 2 Zgzf^ ZgBgl 2g| ^g2g4 
2g4 1 2g4f 2 ^g4g1 2g4g2 Eg! 
(c) is (b) inverted; [M 
Note a 
Program 49 p.2 
(d.) VcJ-ues of ot and are computed' as follows using values of 
Zv. 
•^ 11 
"3.2 
'14 
[M-'] 
X 
2vifi 
Zvifg 
^i^4 
^iGi 
1U2 
154 wnere i 1(1)4 
(e) The four values of of are then computed, (where i = l(l)4), 
— i 
"i ^  cfw 
, .2 
c(io2^i - 1 ^1^2 - ai42Tj_f^ 
- ^iiZ'^igi - ^iz^Vj^gg — /^i4^i64)« 
(f) Then the four series as follows are computed 
aio + [(ii^ i + cCis^ a + c(i4^ 4 + ^iiGi + ^izSs + ^14^4" 
Yfhere i = 1 (l )4- and for values of t (including tliose 
previously omitted). 
(1) This is not a general purpose program, but one specially written 
for Job no. 12%. 
(2) See also N.I.O. Programs 41 and 4-2. 
(3) This program has been used suooessfully with CHLP 3 and 4, 
Programmer fjRS. ':?mDT WILSON 
,5 
Notes 
Program 49 p.2 
(d.) Values of g and /3 are ookputed" as follows using values of Vj_(t) 
I c(io 
•*xi 
(y.2 
^i1 
.^ 141 
[M"'] 
Zvifi 
Zvifg 
Evif^ 
^iSi 
^164 wjiere i 1(1)4 
(e) The four values of are then oomputecl (where 1 = l(l)4)< 
2 
- - /^iz^Vigz -
(f) Then the four series as follows are computed. 
(flo + c(ii^ i ^is^e + c(i4^ 4 + ^iiGi + ^izGz + 
where i - 1 (1 )4 and. for ALL values of t (including those 
previously omitted.). 
(1) This is not a general purpoue program, but one specially written 
for Job no. 12%. 
(2 ) See also N.IoO. Programs 4-1 and. 42. 
(3) Ihia program has been used, suooessfully with GHLB' 3 and. 4* 
Programmer MRS. 'aTDY YJILSON 
N.I.0,,PR0(3lAM5g 
Title Directional Wave Analysis 1, 
Code Mercury autooode. Machine MEECUET 
Purpose Given the cosine and. sine components of the Fourier analyses of 
8 'wave signals, over a iTange of frequonoieS) to foiTu the co-
quad-speotrum estimates betrmen various pairs cf signals (including 
auto-apeckrum estimates) with a triangular smoothing filter of 
arbitrary width. 
Tapes Pi-ogram tape, parameter tape 1, data tape, parameter tape 2. 
Parameter tape 1 n^ no. of terms in each of the 2 x 8 sets of values 
m smoothing factor 
-8^  first value of s of Ag and. Bg values 
n=:i'(^')k^ where the n ^ 'kerms of the smoothed. 
J values are required, for N.IeO. Program $1 input 
h a constant. 
Data 8 blocks of numbers, eaoh block oontaln:lng n' pairs of numbers, 
Ag and. Bg* 
(Ag and. Bg are obtained, by Fourier analysis.) 
Parameter tape 2 Sets of 3 values at a time; 
p q o 
Ending with a number 9, 
Operation Read, the program followed, by parameter tape 1 and. the data tape, 
Then read, in parameter tape 2. The machine read.3 a set of 
p, q and. o values and, punches a blodc alternately until the 
number 9 is read, when punching becomes continuous until an end. 
hoot. 
Output The output is in two parts. 
Part 1 consists of blocks of mmbers, as moiy blocks as there are 
sets of parameters on parameter tape 2; eaoh block is 
headad. by the values 
p q 0 
and. followed, by columns of either 
(a) i C{(pq) D^(pq) when o = 3,6 
(b) 1 C^(pq) only " o = 1,4 
(c) i D{(pq) only " o = 2,5 
(a) 1 -Ci(pq) D((pq) " o = 8,10 
or (e) i -C^^Cpq) only " o = 7,9 
where i=:m(l)n'-m+1. 
Part 2 is arranged, speolfioally for Job no, 1501 and. may be found, 
to be too complicated, to rearrange for any other job. It 
is mad.e up of n blocks of 4 sets of 6 or 7 numbers. 
Those are the 4 sets of numbers; 
Cn (A) 
On (B) 
(G) 
On (D) 
(4 (E) 
Gn (P) 
i,o 
Program 50 p. 
D 
Parameters 
ReBtrictions 
Time 
n 
// 
(N) 
Dn (A) 
Dn (B) 
(G) 
(D) 
(E) 
D n 
•'n 
'^ n 
Dn 
C, 
c: 
c. 
c 
G 
c 
(G) 
(H) 
(I) 
(J) 
(L) 
(M) 
(G) 
(H) 
(I) 
(J) 
wnere n 
pairs of 
None, 
i'(j')k 
(L) 
' and. A, 
values of p and q. 
B, G , N represent different 
0 < n ' < 1 2 0 
1 < n < n' - 2(m- 1), 
1 < p,q < B 
1 < o < 10 
where n 
Method. 
This is difficult to estimr.te, tut when 
n^ = 119 
m = 15 
n = 1(10)91 
a M with 25 sets of p, q and. o the time taken T%8 25 minutes. 
The symbols used, are 
p = Ag block label 
q = Bg block label 
For o see 0 ood.ing below. 
1 set, 8 of values of Ag: 
.., * A.,n' 
A Agg, Agg . » 0 » 
A32, 2 « ,,, 
« 0 0 # f * 0 * # f # # 
Ag 1 ; Agg, Agg . if « c « Ag ji' 
and. a similar 8 sets of values of Bg, values of Gi(pq) and. D^(pq) 
oan be calculated, thus: 
Ci(pq) = Ap^ A(,j_ + Bp;i^  Bqj^  ^  
^i(pg.) = -A-pi Bql - Bpi Aqi ^ 
(Also G;^(pp) may be calculated., but Di(pp) = O) 
Program 50 
Prom these answers the followdzig are oaloiilated. and. the results 
punched., (This ia Part 1 of the output.) 
-Ha 
Ci(pq) = JL ( \ (m - {r|) C;L,+i(pq)^  
m= \ /_ / 
r= -m 
+m 
^^(pq) = _L ( S (m - |r|) D].+i(pq)^ 
m^ \ Z_/ / 
r= -m 
where 1 = m('l)n' - m + 1. 
Part 2 of the output^ livhich is oaloulated. and. punched, after tlie 
machine l^ias read, the "9" at the end of the parameter tape 2^ 
consistJ of the following values. 
Cn(pq) = — , D^(pq) = — 
n 
'^Cn(pp)C^(qq) ^G:^(pp)GA(qq) 
C^Cpg) = , D'(pq) = Llifesl 
On(PP) 
I«'(pq)=l£^E3l 
GA(qq) 
where n = i'(j^)k'. 
1 Print 3' ai^ store 
2 II and. store 
3 II and D' and. store 
4 11 C 
5 It D' 
6 !! C and D' 
7 V - c and. store 
8 n - c and. +D' and store 
9 Jl - c 
10 H and +D' 
Where values are stored it is for use in Chapter 0 and re-arrangement 
for N.I.O. Program $1 input. 
Remarks (l) Highest Chapter no, is 2. 
(2 ) Auxiliary variables range from 0 to 10,000. 
(3) This progr^am is for use v/ith CHLP 3 and. 4, 
Eotes %f Part 2 of the output ia not required, then the "9" at the end. of 
parameter tape 2 may be omitted and the program will end asking 
for more data* 
^Rrammer m S , "i.TaWY IILSON 
H.I.O. PROGRAM 51 (Also 5%1, 
Title Directional wave analysis - 2, 
Code Mercury Autocode Machine 1SR.CUEY 
Purpose To compute Bessel Functions J'n(qr) 
given series of arguiuents q.'r. 
Jn(q'r), n = 0(1 )N, for 
and to solve certain sets of 
sinultaneous linear equations with the Bessel Functions as 
coefficients. 
51.0 conputes only the Bessel Functions, 
51.1 and 51*2 are sijiiilar to 51, but can solve a srialler 
variety of sets of equations. 
Tape: Program, Basic data. ParaLTsters and data. 
Par; ters and data 
(d) 
Integers L, N, P, 
(s ) 
If 
i = 
i = 
i = 
i = 
(a) _ . . . 
(b) L nunbers (r = l(l)li), 
(0) M nudbers (r = l(l)Ll), (none if H = 0)« 
If P = 3, repeat from (a) (Program 51,0 returns to (a) for 
all P) otherwise 
Integers i, -& (except in. Progran 51,0)f 
Sets of data listed in Table 1, according to the volue cf 
i > O, (Prograa 51,1 allows only i < 6^  Progran 51.2 allows 
only i < 12), If i = O or any negative iirbeger^ repeat 
from (a),otherwise 
Repeat from (e). 
i < O, it niust still be followed by a (ducmy) integer .A, 
11 or 13 Is nomally preceded by a sequencr (e-'f)h<3adad by i r 
12 or 14 " " " " " " " II " i : 
4 g n II II II u H It 11 It 
g II !l 11 It It It !1 it II 
1 = 
i = 
Operation After the progran tape, after the basic data tape, and agsin 
after any given data tape, (teminated by an arrow), the progran 
asks for more data. It never stops itself, unless given, invalid 
data (see restrictionsin which case it indicates a fault. 
Output ia produced after every input seguenee (a-d), unless P = O, 
and after every input sequence (e-f). 
Output (a) 
(b) 
[a] 
Title 
If P = O, prints gr(2,4.), r=l(l)L, tl^ en =^1(1)11!, 
If P = 1, prints gr(3,8), J3(gr)(l,8), s=0{l)N, for r=l(l)li. 
If P = 2 or 3, prints q^.(0,8). q'r(0,8), Jg(gr% 3^(9.^ -"^  
0(1 for r=l(l)I, 
r;0,8), 
Prints i, 6, 
If i > O, -prints numbers listed iji Table 1 
sequences 
sequences 
(b, c, d) w, are repeated as 
are repeated. 
the corresponding input 
1 
8 
10 
7 
Restrictions 1 
O < 8; if M % 1, then 1 < n < M, 
If i = 14 or 16 , then n > 2 
O < < 20 
O < P < 3 
0 < qr < 22,..5, O < < 24'5, all r, 
1 < 16, (12 for Progrpa 51,2, 6 for Progran 5 
K :j: O. 
If i = 11, then y^ . 
1.1)^ 
The value of N should not be less than the highest order of 
Bessel Function required in any set of equations following it. 
The basic data consists of 10 d,p« values of Jn(x) for n 0(1)29, 
% = 1(1)24, talcen from Table II of Gray et a l \ with corrections 
as listed in Fletcher et al^ vol, 2, p«824-, Given input data 
8,. c)^ the progran conputes and stores all values of 
Jn(q^r), using the foroulae: 
Progrejn Po2 
Jn(x+a) = + y (s/2)^(pl) 
Z f 
p-1 
whQro =, 
A p [ j ^ W ] = 
ani 
The a u i s m a t i o n i a t a k e n a s f a r a s p = 9 , Since 2 ^ A p < 1 f o r 
aU. p; and. it is arranged, that x im alws,)''^  taken as the integer 
noare.st to n^ ., so tl:at laj < (^ '5, the error due to truncation of 
the series is always less tlian 0*5 x 10 
The parametsr P merely d-eterminso whether or not the Bessel 
Punctirrrm are prlrited, and. wiiether chei's is an immecLiate retui^n to 
input (a), 
T h e p a r & p o t e r 1 detennAnes which of 1 5 different s e t s o f 
instructions are followed.. In each set^ the stored Bessel Functions 
are used (without "being d.98troyed.) to form and solve the equations 
for the unknowns a , o r bg detailed in Table II, given va].u@3 of 
or y;;, as ri^it hand, sid.es. Apart from the tzy.vial single-
variable equations shown, cases i = 1 to 10 solve 6 equations for 
-& unknowns. Gases i = 13 to 16 solve the tiivial equations, if 
any, then m equations for m unknowns, and include in their riglit 
hand sides 6 cr 6+1 values &r or br, which are stored as solutioiia 
from the previous case i. To make physical sense, this previous 
value of i must be as ind.icated in Table II, Cases i = 11, 12 
merely form m estimates of a value K which is the ratio of a given 
number y^;, to an expression involving the Becsel Functions and. the 
stci-ed solutions of the previous case i as indicated, 
After printing the solutions, the program requests another 
parameter i with associated data. Any number of sequences headed, 
by i may be taken, cr repeated with different data, using the same 
set of Beosel Functions. Only i = 0 or any negative integer > "^'ll, 
followed by an integer -6, returns the program to the opening sequence 
to compute a new set af Bessel Functions, which replace the previous 
set. 
^ysicsl interpretatifin 
The program is intended for determining the &ngu].ar harmonics 
Rg, bq of a directional wave spectrum Ef(6'), 
f 2?)- . ^ q 
a. + ibg = / E;.'(S)e-'' d.e, 
J 0 
with s from 0 up to a oerkain order, given the oomponants of the 
cross spectra or y^ (as functions of frequency f), between wave 
detectors at -Ixed distances along the line from which 9 is 
measui-ed.. Detectors of horizontal motion (or slope) as well as 
of verbical wave motion are assumed in most of the equitations. 
The croizs spectra may be obtained, in the i-equired. form by means of 
N,I.O. Program 50* The arguments q^ of the Bessol Functions are 
essentially 
2? % distances between detectors/wavelength, 
and mrat be calculated separately, acoci'ding to the frequency and 
the physical nature cf the voaveo. Equations 1=1 to 10 a r o 
auffioient for o o e o n curfaoe waves, but a l l e g u a t i o n a are relevant 
to scismic W3,ves (microsoisms). In practice a complete set cf 
harmonics (up t o certain order) may be obtained from a limited 
f:election of trie equatix^ns available, 
5iO theory for ocean wrr/es may be foijind in papers by 
N.P, Barber, 8,g* rcf,3* The theory forsslsmio waves is gr/an 
Program 51 
In an unpublished, manuscript by M«S, Longuet-Hlggins, ref.^. 
(n,B. There are some misprints in the equations on the 8th and. 
9th pages of the latter manuscript;) 
Remarks If the program is to be i.ised. for computation of Bossel Functions 
only, it is quicker to u,9e the abbreviatsd. form 5'l,0, which rmits 
the 3 ohapters oontaining the i instructions. Similarly, for 
ocean wave analysis, program 51*2 is s'ufflcisnt and. quicker -b]rian $1, 
Program 51*1 is quioker than 51.2, but is less comprehensivSo 
Eeferemoea 1, Gray, Matthsws.and Macrcbert. A treatise on Bessel 
Functions. Hacmillan, Iiondon, 2nii edn, 1952, 
n* Fletcher, Miller, Rssenhead., and. Comris, An index of 
mathematical tables, Bliokwell Sci* Pubc,^ Oaford., 
2na edn. 1962. 
3, Barber, M.P. A proposed method of surveying the wave 
state of the ocean, N.Z.J. 8oi, 2^ 99^108 (1959). 
Longuet-Higgins, M.S. Theory of noise measurement by 
seismic arrays. (Unpublished manuscript). 
DA\:ro CA&'JmiGHT 
TABIE I 
1 
2 
3 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
.rciaic Prlated. output 
-6+1 numbers r=o(l)<), 
-6 + 2 liuztbera zo, r=:l(l)-6^ 
Same as 1 
-& irjimbers r=l(l)-&, 
-6+1 numbers r=0(l)'6. 
-6+2 numbers yo, y % yr, r='H,l)'C'. 
Same as 1, 
Same as 1. 
SAr.8 as 
6 numbers 3^ -, r=l(l)-C, 
Integer m, then m numbers r = 1 (1 )m. 
Same as 11. 
Integer m, number K, then m + 2 numbers yo, y^,yr, r=l(l)m. 
, then m numbers y^ ,, r = 1 (1 )m. 
, then m + 1 nuiobors y^ y_, r=l(l)m. 
Same as 14, 
0 , ao^ Zr, (r-l(l)-6), s, ag, (s = 2(2)2 2'). 
0 , ao, 2, az, Xr, (i'=l(l)^), 8, ag, (8=4(2)26+2), 
1, ai^ Zr, (r=l(l)6), s, ag, (8 = 3(2)2' + l). 
zr (r=l(l)6), s, ag^ (s = 1(2)2-6-1). 
Same as 1, 
Same as 2. 
1, bi, z^, (r=l(l)'6), s, bg, (3 = 3(2)23+1;. 
Same as 3, 
2, bz^ Zr (r=l(l)&), s, bg, (8 = 4(2)2-6+2). 
z^ ;, (r=l(l)-6)^ s, bg, (a = 2(2)26). 
y^, Zp/y^, (r=l(l)m), Is Ifh.s. of equation (Table H), 
Yr' (r=l(l)m). " "2zlji.3. " " " 
m, K, 0 , a^, yo^ 2, y^Yr, (r=l(l)n), 3, a^, (3 = 
m, E, y^ j^ (r=l(l)m), s, a^, (s = l(2)2m-1)v 
m;, E, 2, b^y y^Yr' (:r'=l(l)m), s, b;^ , (8 = 4(2)2m+2). 
k(2)2m+ 2 / * 
J 
CI, Kg y^ (r=l(l)m), s, b^, (8 = l(2)2m"l) 
Thes3 prJjited. outputs follow those detailed, t^ider Output (b) and ( 0 ) , 
1'^  
pyoKram 51 pt 
TABLE II 
Equatlona aolTed for Rg, bg, a/^, or b'. 
ao = 3%; &&oJo(qr)"&2J2+,,,+ (-l) a%^Jz^Xqr) 
2 
h 
f 
azsx/; HaoJo(qr)-a2Jz 
x-C" 
&+2"2&+2\^T 
ai=Xo) —&3J3+a,*+(*1j a2^+i^2^+i(Qr) 2?^^ 
aiJi(q'r)-a%J3(q'r)+'''"("l)^&26-iJ2&-i(g/r) = 2*r* a 
Similar to 1=1, tut with argument q/r Instead, of 
6 
7 
8 
{ 9 I bzsza; t2(ji(q^) + j3(qr))."h4(j3 + j5)4^ 
t( II 
/7 
bi(uo(q™/+J2(gr)) — b3(u2TJ4)+o«,+ Y—l) + 
f) t 
ai=:Zc; ai(Jo(qr)-J2(qr))-a3(J2-J4jH-«,f + (-l) a2/,.M(J26~Z^4+2) = 3b^| 
* f-1 ^  ^  /.T 
10 
It 
12 
-1 7* 
14* 
15* 
I 16* 
2t+2\"7t+< + 
"b&Cu-! (qr) 4- J:i(qr)) " t^(j3 + 2^.6( + ^ ^ 1 ) = %%" 
Solutions fron 1=1 used, to give m estimates of K from 
/) 
aoJ^ .,(q2;.) - a2(Ji - Jj) + a^lJ^ - Ja.) - , ,, + (-1) 2^.8.1-1) - ^Cyz.. 
Solutions from 1 = 8 U3e& to oompute m eatlnatea of K from 
aiJi(qr)-8.3.T:j(qr)+ ... + = 
a^ o = yo - ao; a'z = y^ + a^; 
a'o J2(q'r) - a'2 (Jo + J4) + a'4 (J2 + J2a+.i} = 
/I 
yF+LaoJ2(q^)"a2(Jo + J4)+w.« + ("') ^a&^wg^—g + Ugt'+g)]* 
where the are solutiona from 1=1, dlviaod. by K^, 
a (iT— { (q' %») + (J ^ (q )""a^3(<]i + Js) + B.."" ('/a ^ (v 2g2_ g + ^ 201+ ^ ) = 
yr "f iG-i (J^ i * ^2^4-3) 
where the a^ are solutions from 1=8, d.ivld.ea. by K, 
b^2 = y' + b2; b^g (Jo(q'r) - J4lq'r)) -i-««« + W/^an+s(%mr^kn+i)-
yr + ["b2(J?(qr) " J/:(qr)) " ^ - J :) t- , , 
whore tlie bg are solutions from 1=10, divided by K. 
1:-% (-T^ i (q'r) ' T;, (q/y))-b'3 (Ji - Js) + / J « / T 
'2m4' J 
yr+[3i(j-ilqr)*^2(qr^) —3,. + l-l) b2#^i(j2&-i"J26+3)]: 
where the b^ are solutions from 1 = 7, divided by K, 
For 1 = 
For 1 = 
*N.B. For 1 u 
1 -10, the suffice r takes the values 1(1)4, 
13-16, K „ " M M ,, i(i)m. 
1^-16, the argument on the left is g/^; on the right q^* 
PROGEM and 
Tidal apread-iii,-]:, parts 1 and. 2 being Prograns 52 and. 52A, 
Language CHIIP 3/4 
Machine Mercury 
Purpose n,I«0, Program 52 attempts to fit the product of a low pass 
filter and. tidal frequencies assuming that the input is tlie 
cmplitucLe spectrum of tho tides, 
IT,I.O. Program 52A attempts the sane thing but also allows the 
velocity spectrum to enter, 
These are special purpose programs. Details of the computations 
are kept in a mathematics libror]- file. 
Programmer 
T^.6: 
Title Checlc "by DiCferencing. 
Code Marouzy autooo&G, Machine ilSRCURY 
P\irpo89 To find, large mistakes In data pmohecL on g-hole Mercury t&pe« 
miMi imm ki, WW* 
Tapes Program tape, parameter tape, data tape. 
"PQT'nTilP'hp'Pn"np 1") _ 
..zr,.,.','..'.s-L ^ t where zi = 100j + Ic ia the no, of teiins, 
J 
X the maximum cLiTference expected.. 
Data n numbers. 
End. Indication -> C&IiP. 
Operation (l") Run in the w o gram ta?e, 
(2) Run in the pai-ametsr tape folloT/ed. by the data, 
Punohiiig will "begin whilst the data is being read, 
Finishes asking for more dataa 
(3) (2) may be repeated Tvith a new set of parameters and 
data, 
Oatput This is a list of the numbers of the terms where the differences 
exceed the value x. 
At the end of the list the sum of all the terms is given. 
Parameters None, 
Restrictions 0 < j <511 
0 < k < 99 
Tdme O^g^n + 0*22N (where N is the no, of times x is exceeded) 
Method Tlie data is a series of n terms, denoted by a^, where i = o(l)n-
The program first punches a list of the values of i for which 
ai-iI > % 
and then punches the value 
1 
0 
Remarks The highsst CbaDter no, is 0, 
( 2 ) .^{atrix routines are net required. 
(3) This program malces no use of any CHI^ 3 or 4 facility, 
Hots This program was written under Job no, I605. 
Prgj^^er MRB. WENDY WILSON 
N.I.O, PEOGa;,M 
Title Dlreotlonal wave analysis - 3, 
Code Merouiy Autocode, Machine MEEGUaT 
Purple Given the amplitudes of the PoiZT'ler harmonics up to order M of 
an unknown furiotion, to coiigute two reasonable approzizakions to 
the funotion at given increments of angle from 0 to 360°, 
(Designed primarily for use with output of Program 51) 
Tapeo Pr-ogram, Parameters and data, 
Peramoters and, data 5 integers: 
I = Identification paranoter (such as frequency) 
J = 3^.) any Integer < 0; results di^ .^ ided by T 
(b) any integer > 0; results not divided "by ir 
K = Reference angZe in v/hole deglides 
Ii = Incremental angle in whole degrees 
N = Higiieat order harmonJ.o 
followed by: 
N pairs of numbers s (integer), Ag (fixed decimal number), 
where s covers the nugbers 1 to N in any order, -khen 
another set of M pairs s, Bg, arranged similarly, 
(it is assumed that Ao = 1, so that ^ practice these 
harmonics are in effect Ag/Ag, Bg/Ag) 
0 < K < 360 
1 < L < 90 
1 < N < 64 
The computer takes the program, then parameters and data 
tape, prints output, then returns to a;^ for next set of 
parameters and data, starting with I. 
4 Integers I, J, K, N, from input 
Integer s, followed by 2 n^ Jimbers ^ 1(3), Bgf^s), where a talcea 
the values 0(lj)M, M being the largest multiple of L which 
is < 360. 
Restrictions 
Operation 
Output (a 
(b 
Method If I ^ 0, 80 that and Eg are not divided by ?r, the quantities 
computed are 
K 
^1(3) - "& + LA^ cos r(8 K) + sin r(3-"K)], 
E2(8) 
r=i 
N 
r—\ 
"2 + y Qr(^ 
f^i 
where Qr(8) 
) LAj» CCS 
(Ni) = 
r(8-E) + Br sin. r(8-K)], 
(N + r)!, (N - r) I 
Remarks The quantities Bi, Eg, dofii:ed above, can be ehorm, to be 
expressible in the form 
fps^^nj d^ 
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— \ 
GOB sin r^). 
=:L. aj2iHjK5l4 ^ 
2# oln;^& 
faCfO = 2f2 inlll C032M 1; 
71* 
fi(^^ and. fE(0) are "filter funotiona" of total Integral unity, 
pgake& In the aireotion ^ = 0, tho mora sharply the larger the 
value of N. 
For a general function ?(^0 we have also 
r ^  
-TT 
/ rT 
E(#0 = %F0&)/ f 2(9) 
ad. Ar + IB? = (l/%0/ E(y) 
J—m" 
Prqgrammsr DAVID GART&RIGHl' 
Title Bbatistioal Moments, 
Code Mercury Autocode, Machine ME&CU2Y 
Purpose To compute the mean, moments, and cumulants, up to order 4^ of 
a given set of numbers, and also the oo-moments and co-oumulpnts 
when two parallel sets of numbers are given, 
Tapas Program, parameters, data (possibly data tape 1 and data tape 2), 
Parameters (l) Integer 1 = 1 or 2. 
^2; Integers j, k, where (I00j + k) = n is the number of 
terms in each series. 
Data If i = 1, a single set of n numbers. 
If i = 2, the first set, followed by the second set, each 
containing n numbers, 
The numbers in the data need not be integers, or positive. 
Operation After taking the program, the comDuter may repeat the cycle: 
parameters-data-output, any number of times, and calls for 
further parameters and data after eaoh output. 
If a set of data A is to be used in conjunction with 
set B and also with set C, then it must be fed in twice 
separately, as for example, 2, j, k. A, B; 2, j, k. A, G; 
and so on. This means that tape A may have to be re-woun& 
rather qud.ckly. 
Output (1) Title. 
(2^ -.; If i = 2, prints n, mg^, then the following array 
of 36 numbers: 
^01 
^02 
^03 
^40 ^31 ^22 ^ 1 3 ^04 
K . K , K 
^^ 13 ^04 do 22 
1 •^'11 1 
^'12 P'o: 
^^22 P'l3 ^^04 
I'-' AO K'31 K'22 K'04 
3 of P and A: arc printed (0,4) vnluoc of 
(2b) If i = 1, prints n, mto, then 9 numbers, conaisting of 
the first column only of the above array. 
(3) Output of the form 2a or 2b is repeated after every input 
sequence starting with i, j, k, 
Eestrictiona i = 1 or 2 only 
0 < j < 215 if i = 1, 107 if i = 2 
0 < k < 99. I(l00j + k) < 21504 
Both j and k must be given, even if one of them is 0. 
Method Calling the two series x?, yr, r = l(l)n, n = 100j + k, 
' (%r only, if i = I), the program first computes the mean values 
mio = a Exr, = a %yr. 
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the&g after replacing eaoh value zr, yr by 
Xp = Xf - mio, Yr = Yr * ™oi, 
computes the moments ^po, (p + G = 1, 2, 4), 
where Ppg = 
and the 4th order oumulants: 
— /^4 0 - 3 ^ = 2 0 
^ 3 1 = ^ 3 1 •" 1 1 ^ 2 0 
^<^22 = 2 2 "" ^ 2 0 ^ 0 2 ' 
^ 1 3 = ^ 1 3 "* 3 / ^ 1 1 / ^ 0 2 
^ 0 4 = P 0 4 - 3 ^ = 0 2 
1 i 
Finally, the program computes the normalised moments and oumulants; 
^'pq = ^pq/(^2o^^^ (^02)^^ , (p + g = 2, 3, 
K'pq = '"^ pq/XPso)^  , (p + q = 4-). 
Notes ^^0 and should ideally he zero, but owing to rounding-off 
errors they will usually be printed (in floating decimal) as 
email non zero numbers. The normalised variances ^^20, ^^02 
are always printed as exactly 1. 
is the correlation coefficient 
P'30, are the coefficients of "skewness" 
^^40, ^'04 are the coefficients of "kurtosis" 
The cumulants of order 2 and 3 are identical with the corresponding 
moments. 
DAVID GARTWEIGET 
K.6 
N.I,0._mgG.rtAI.jB 56 and 56A 
Title Polynomial fitting to Thermistor Calibration GlirV: 
Coda Mercuiy autocode, ^qhine MERCURY 
Purposa To approximate to some measured calibration curves of a series of 
thsrmiators (used on Discovery 11, August 1962) by polynomials 
of degree up to 4^ fitted by "least squares" to Ypairs of readings= 
Program and data on one tape. 
Parameter taipe None. 
Data A block of y pairs of numbers 
zi yi , where i = l(l)7 
End Indication -> GRIP. 
Opez%tlon (l) Run in the program* 
( 2 ) Run in the data. Punches output. 
(3) (2) may be repeated with more blocks of data. 
Outmit A list of values 
where n = 0(l)4-
where n e 0(1)3 
'tvhare n = 0(l)2 
^n 
•^ 4 
^3 
^2 
(in N.I.O. program 56A v^, Vg are replaced by v^. 
Parameters None, 
Restrictions i = 7 
n = 1{.(-1)2 
FaiZinres N.l.O. Program 56 falls when asked to caloula'ce a negative square 
root; i.e. when v" is negative. If this occurs run the data 
with IT.I.O. Program 56A, which prints v* (which equals v^) instead 
of V, 
Time Ihe progi'sm took 3 minutes to do cases. 
Me tiled Given 7 values of and y^ ,^ we use matrix substitution to find the 
values of Bw in the following simultaneous equations: 
7ao + a ^  2% + agZbc^  ,.,,. + an&c^ = 2y 
a^ &^c + a^2%^ + = Z:xy 
a^Zk^ + + = &!:"'y 
where n = 4('-'1 )2. 
We also require either 
(a) the value v^ in Program 5bA 
^n = 1 I - a,2xy ..... - a^Zx^y 1 
^ L J 
or (b) the value of v^ in Program 5^ 
Vn = V 
Program $6 p,2 
Notes (l) This la ziot a general piirpose program "but one written 
speoially for Job no. 1626, 
( 2 ) 77hen Program 56A la uaecL an * I3 printed, agalnat the 
last figure of the value of v^, 
P ^ 2 ^ e r MRS. WENDY WIIEON 
N.I.O. PE.OG-&M 57A. Atlas and. Merouiy 
Tltle^ Integrals of products of associated Iiegendre Punotiona. 
Atlaa version 1 
Mercury versionJ 
Notes N.I.O, Program 57A was tested ami Initially run on Mercuz-y: 
it was then run on Atlas to obtain more accuracy, 
N.I.O. Program 57 Tfas abandoned before con^letion because the 
data was incorrect. 
These are special purpose programs. 
Prorrramaer JAI#:5 GEEA8S 
N,I.O, EROG-RMI 58 Atlas - Gtation data 
There are several versions of this program depending on vvhether pressure 
or a.Gpth is imput (see note A in mothod.). They are:-
a^ MIO 58 Atlas pressure (db) input 
b; NI0 ,58 Atlas pressure (1/10 kg/cm^) input 
o) NIO 58 Atlas pressure (db) input, potl d output 
d) NIO 58/1 Atlas, depth input, Mediterranean 
e) NI058/2 Atlas, depth input. Western Nortli Atlantic 
f) NIO 58/3 Atlas, depth input, Sastem Ilorth Atlantic. 
EMA Machine ATL&i! 1 
Purpose Various properties of sea water are calculated from the sets 
of readings of pressure (or depth), temperat^jre and salinity 
taken at a station. Some results are given at obseirved, ani 
some at standard,pressures. 
Tapes Program, parameters and data are all one document but usually 
consist of two tapes:-
tape 1 job description and program, which ends \7ith the 
prograin constants and * » ^ 
tape 2 parameters and data, ending \7ith * * * Z. 
N.B, It is essential that the tapes be road into the 
computer in the correct order. 
Job desci'iiDtion 
and program 
This is at the start of the program tape and consists of:-
JOB 
8001 + 6 digits, followed by program title 
OUTPUT 
0 LIKE PEHiTEB. 1 LHIES 
COMPOTH^ c mSTRUCTIOHS 
STORE 22 BLOCKS 
where 1 = 200 +100 (no, of stations) 
and 0 = 1500 + 300 (no. of stations) 
The program is headed by:-
COtiPIIjEE ELIA 
Parameters and 
data 
The parameters are:-
1) T (salinity correction, zero usually) 
2 ) m (a < 19 and must be odd, see a^ ^ below) 
3) a^ (standard pressures and intervals) for i = 0(l) m'-l. 
The standard pressures are defined by 
P — aq ( El i ) 8,2 ( / 3,4 a^^^ ( I"" 2 ^  • "i ' 
Tlie data consists of i-wma 4-) to 6):-
L) a title consisting of one line only, i.e. 1 teleprinter 
line, such as ship and station nimber, date, etc,; 'khe 
title must not be omitted and must begin with CH.; it may 
not contain another OR before the final CB. liP. 
5) n the number of samples for that station (n < ^9). 
N.6 
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6) pressure, temperaturo and salinity valuea punched aa 
integers, 1 sample per line, and being:-
p. 100 t. 1000 3. for i = 0(lln-1 
where p l a pressure or d e p t h ( m e t r e s ) , integer ( s e e first 
paragraph of program desoription, a) to f), for form of 
input); 
t ia temperature °G, 2D; 
8 ia salinity 3D. 
If t is missing punch 9999; 
If is miasing punch 99999. 
For any 1, either of t. or S. may be missing but p. must 
be present. 
If po Is a surface value (e.g. po = I) punch 0. 
The data, items 4) to 6), may be repeated as often as 
reguij?ed. 
If new parameters are required item should be followed 
by 
runout C&:LP 
KEF/ PA&A1ET2E3 
* (asterisk) 
and parameters I) to 3) followed by date 4) to 6). 
At the end of the data, item 6) should be followed by 
runout CE 1? 
no nORE DATA 
> 
more tlian 6" blanl: tape 
* * * 2 
^ The output for each station consists of 
station title 
a) results at observed pressures 
b) results at standard pressures, 
Sectiona a) and b) are on separate pages on the lire printer 
output. 
In section a), if either temperature or salinity v/as missing 
in the data an asteriak (*) ia printed in plaoe of each missing 
value. The pi-ossure and any remaining data are printed for the 
relevant line, but no other results appear on tliat lizie. 
The results a) at observed pressures are;-
sample number; 
pressure, decibars (see note A in Method), integer; 
this is observed or interpolated from unprotected 
thermometer readings; 
depth, metres, integer; calculated from pressure and 
specific volume; 
salinity, ^ 3D; from electrical conduotivlty; 
temperature, °C, 2D; 
potential tompercture, ZD; 
0;^ , 3D; program o) in list in first prjragraph of program 
description has potential denaity i*e, Og (8 being 
potential temperature) output here, instead of c^ ;' 
specific voluno, ml/gm, 5D; 
specific volume anomaly, ml/gm, 6D* 
1^6 
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The latter four q'uantiti.ea are oomputed. from Ekriiem's 
oompressibility formula (1908)^ and. Cox and. Amith's 
('1959) values of specific heat. 
The results h) at standard, pressures are:-
pressure, d.8cibars, integer; 
dynamic height anomaly^ dynamic metres, 3D; 
this is obtained, by interpolation and. integration of 
specific volur.Te anomalies; 
potential energy anomaly, metres x d.e.6ibars, 1D; 
obtained bi' integration of product of pressure and 
specific volume anoma].y, divided by gravity; 
sound velocity, metres/second, 1D; by W.D. Wilson's 
formula (1960)^ 
sounding velocity, metrei/second, 1D; harmonic mean of 
sound velocity from su -face to depth equivalent to given 
pressure, 
All values except pressure are followed by tl:e interpolation 
error. 
Method The complete calculation for one station wiZJ. be described, 
A station consists of n sets of data, where one set of data 
(or one sample) consists of three numbers - pressure or depth 
(see first paragraph of this program description), temperature 
and salinity* 
Note A Depth inputs are immediately converted to pressure 
(dJb) by the best available relation between pressure and depth 
for the geographical area in question, of the form 
p = G led. + C-i 
where (md C-iT are the last two oonstants on the program tape, 
Oa and Cg have also been adjusted using formulae 
Cg = Cg/G;* 
and 
Gs = —G17 O g ^ / C i s 
Missing data 
If the pressure is missing, the whole sample must be omitted. 
If either or both of the temperature and salinity are missing^ 
but the pressure is present, the sample is included in the 
station, but it is not used in any calculation, 
Tiie program 
This is in 4 chapters, ^ for computation and one mainly for 
organisation ( chapter O). The calculations fall into three 
distinct sections as follows 
fl) Quantities depending on only one sample (cliapter I), 
fz) Quantities depending on several adjacent samples (chapter 2), 
(3) Interpolation to standard pressures (chapter 3). 
The ith sample consists of 3 values, pressure (p.)^ 
temperature (t^ )^ and salinity (3^ )^, w ere i = 0(%)n-1, arid the 
coreected values, not the original readings, are considered ±n 
the following description* Other symbols will be defined as 
they arise. 
Calculation (1) 
Per a sample i^ there are 5 quantities which depend on P., 
tj and S. only, Tliey are 
1 1 
N.6 
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or = glgoa t 
t ^ 
a = specific volume 
6 = specific volume anomaly 
8 = potential temperature 
V = sound velocity 
and all are defined, as polynomials in F, t and 8, In general, 
the polynomial coefficients b., and the other constants c., 
have been obtained by the method of Least Squares, 
We first define 
3 
°o = (1) 
0 
an& then 
""t = + "-o (2) 
r^# r=o r=o r=o 
6 + t , 
3 
To define a = a(S,t,P) and o s 6(s,t,P), we require 
o(8,t,o) = (1 + e 
4 u 
(3) 
and 3(35,0,P,) = ) b P" (4) 
/ , i + 3 4 
c + o P 
8 9 
whence 
2_ 
ai" - _ - . - p.. ' T if 
^IsTtZoT 1= r+16 - 0 /Lj r+20 
' ' r=o r=o 
(8,t,P) = b + P b tf + pa > b tf 
^ ^ ^ 
+ Pa 2 \ b + P* ) b t^ + P*a > b tf 
0 / , r+23 / r+25 0 / r+28 
r=o r=o r=o 
JL 
+ P * ? : \ b t^ + b P^t - c P (5) 
0 r+31 33 s 
f=o d +0 P 
6 7 
aad 6(S,t,P) = a(8,t,P) - a(35,0,P) (6) 
All the conatants in equations (l) to (5) come from [ 1 ] , 
A new formula for the potential tGopercture has been derived, 
by fitting a least squares polynomial to the results from 
M.I.O. Program 32. Tho various steps of the calculation can 
be followed from the Hethod desoriptiona of Programs 31, 
34 and 32, in that order. The least squares program used was 
RAE I515/A, (2 e also Note ( 1 ) ) . 
The polynonial is 
j 4 4 
(S-35)"(7) 
h=o 
N,6 
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where -6+m+ii < 4, 
Finally, the soimi velocity is defined by 
V = b + A7. + + Av + av . 
38 t P 8 atp Loy 
where 
3 
^ ^ ,r 
r=o 
AV = P ) b P^. (10) 
P r+43 ' 
r=o 
AVg = b^^(3-35) + b^^(8-35)^ (11) 
and AV , = (B-35)(b t + b P + b P^ + b Pt) 
3tp ^ 4 9 50 5i 52 ^ 
- 1 . 
+ Pt 
r— 
) b t^ + P^t \ b t + b P^f (12) 
/ , r+53 /^, r+56 58 
r=o r=o 
The ooefficients used in equations (8) to (iz) ocne from [z]. 
The sound velocity is the only case in which the pressure is 
in kg/sq @m and not in decibara. 
Calculation (2) 
There are 4 quantities obtained by integration, and these 
depend on several values of i; that is, on several samples* 
They are 
D = depth 
AD = dynamio height anomaly 
= potential energy anomaly 
V = souiiding velocity 
The genere^ formal definitions are 
D = 0 J - a(8,t,p)dp (13) 
-I O^P 
" 0 
rP. 
0 
rP. 
^i P^(Sft,p)dp (15) 
0 
1 _ 1 f^± do 
7. ^ V- C16) 
The constants ensure that P may be given in deoibars. 
Since P is given at unequal, but fairly close, intervals, 
integration by tlie trapezium rule is convenient and adequate. 
The formulae used in the calculation follm?, and in all oases 
we define for convenience 
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2h, = P. - P. , 
1 1 i-i' 
ani 5^ = 6^(8,t,P), (17) 
Thus we have 
D. = D. + 0 h.(a. + a. ) for 1 > 1, f.n\ 
1 1-1 10 1 1 1-1 % I1b; 
ani D = 0 (C P ) + C (C P )%. (19) 
0 9 10 0 8 10 0 
Similarly 
AD. = AD. + C h.(6. + 6. ) for i > 1 (20) 
1 1-1 ti 1 1 i-t 
and AD = 0. The potential energy anomaly becomes 
0 
= X. + c hjCP.G. + P^ 6. ) for i > 1 (21) 
% = 0, 
0 
finally we have 
= °i-, ^i_, + »i(\ + V , > (22) 
ard ? = V 
0 0 
When Calculationa (1) and (2) are oomplete, the first table of 
results is punched, No interpolation has yet been attempted. 
Calculation (3) 
80ms of the quantities calculated in Sections (1) and (2) are 
required at standard pressures, and these are 
AD = dynamic height anomaly 
% = potential energy anomaly 
'V = sound velocity 
V = sounding velocity 
The argument is the pressure P, 
The interpolation for each variable is carried out in an 
exactly similar way, so only one variable y, sayg will be 
considered. 
We start with n values of P^, i = 0(l)n-1, and there is a y^ 
corresponding to each P^, Then y is required for certain 
specific values of P denoted by P., j = Generally 
P. is specified at equal intervals, but the interval may vary 
J 
over the range of P. (See Parameter tape), ^e now conaider 
one value P for which y =-y(F) ig required. 
There are 5 possible cases, 
(1) P < P 
(2) P < P < P 
0 1 
(3) P. < P < Pj for i = l(l)n-a 
(5) p >. p^^^ 
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In oases (l) and ($) interpolation Is impossible. In the 
other oases two values (Y^  ondL Y^) of y are computed.^ using 
different formulae or slightly different arguBBntSj, a,ni y 
is token as the mean of the results. The differenoe e gives 
an ind.ioation of the aoouracy. Thus we calculate 
y = :{Y + Y ) 
1 2 
and. e = -&(Y - Y ) 
1 2 
In general the Iiagrange 3 point interpolation formula is used.. 
If the arguments are P , P and. P , then 
° r-1' r r+1' 
= V / r - , + V r + ^ -r+7r+,' 
where A = (P - P ) (P - P ) 
r-1 ^ r+1 
-'Y = (P - P,.,) (P -
(Pr " 
and.A = ( P - P ) ( P - P ) 
r+i r - i r 
- Pr-,) - Fr) 
Near the end. of the range linear interpolajkion is necessary. 
We can now list the formulae used, in each case. 
Case (l) Interpolation is impossible. 
Case (2) Y = y + y - y (P - P ) 
•• •••»- • "J o "J 0 ' 0 
P - P 
1 0 
Y = A y + A y + A y 
2 0 0 1 1 2 2 
52SLi5l = V / i - , + V i * ''l+/i+, 
^ • V i • ^ u / u , * 
Case (4) Y = A y + A y^ + A y 
— —' — 1 11—3 n—3 n—2 n—2 n—i n—i 
^3 = ='n-s + i'n-, - n^-P. 
P - P 
n»i n-2 
Case (5) Interpolation, is impossible, 
Dui'ing interpolation eo.oh line is output as soon as the 
CFulciilation is finished.. Any specified, pressures which fall 
outsid.e the range of d.ata given are ignored, completely. 
Note (l) The least squares trivariate polynomial for @(P,8,t) waa 
obtained in 6 stages, 
(i) r(P,S,t) was oaloulated. for specified, values of P,S 
and. t, (n.I.O, Program 
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(li) Results from (i) were soaled and. rearranged., 
(i'I.1,0. Program 34), 
(ill) A least squares polynomial was fitted to r(P,8,t), 
(R.A.2. 195A). 
(iv) 6(P,S,t) %a8 obtained from an Integral emiatlon. Taxing 
the polynomial to calculate r(P,S,t). ^.1,0. Program. j2), 
(v) Results froa (iv) were scaled and rearranged* 
(N.I.O. Progi-am 34). 
(vl) A least squares polynomial was fitted to8(P.8,t), 
(R.A.E. 19YA). 
( 2 ) The pol^momial coefficients and other constants are liated at 
the end. of the program tape (b - b folloTred by c - 0 ), 
0 93 0 17 
(3) If several stations are punched on one tape, there must be 
nothing except blank tape between the final 8p8p or CRLF of 
one station and the first CR of the next title, i.e. the 
final number cf a station niust be followed by trm characters 
only, 8p8p or CRLF. 
(4) Mercury versions of these programs are described separately. 
(5) W.D. '^ TZLSON'S OCTOBER I96O formula replaces that of JUKE 1960 
which was used in previous versions of tlie station data 
program, i.e. R.I.O. Programs 28 and 36. 
References [ 1 ] Fisheries Research Board of Canada. M.R.27. 
By IT.P. Fofonoff Pjid. G. Proese. . 
[2] W.D, Wilson, Speed of sound in sea water as a function 
of salinit)'-, temperature and pressure. 
J, Acoustical 80c. America, 6, p. 641 (1960) 
JAmS CmiSE 
i^ecial N.I.O, mOGEAl,! 58 Atlas, dated 10/11/'I965 
This is a special version of N.I.O. Program 58 Atlas pressure (db) input, 
for use only with data from DISCOVERY cruise 6, I965. It is a modernised 
version (i.e. some Uercury instructions l:ave been replaced by EtIA ones) 
and has additional instructions to compute and print-out the percentage 
of Norwegian Sea water at each observed pressure level, 
The program description for N.I.O. Progrsjn 58 Atlas is applicable to tiiis 
special program with tlie following reservations 
a) Parameters I) to 3) (i.e, T, m, a.) must here be followed by 
tr/o special parameters U and being tlie values of for 
North Atlantic v/ater ( t = 8 = 55'35)W and Norwegian Sea 
water (t=-0*45°C; 8 = respectively^ where U = 27*399, 
B = 28.084, 
b) The words DAZA TITLE must precede the line of title (itan 4) of 
data) in ever- case; similarly iT iievf parameters ara required 
or the end of the data is reached, the line of title must be 
preceded by the words DjiTA e.g, 
DATA TITIE 
DI 5684 
24 
followed by data 
DATA TITLE 
NE7^  PARAMETERS 
* 
followed by parameters T, 
27.399 
28.084 
DATA TITEZE 
DI 5685 
ending data tape with 
Dj^ ZEA TITLE 
no KOBE DATA 
> 
* * * 2 
)) The output has an extra value (unlabelled) for each observed 
pressure, tlie vslue being the percentage of Norwegian Sea 
water at that pressure (as defined above). 
N.I.O. PROG-RAM 58 Uercizr? - Station data 
There is a sec of progrej^ is for Mercury similar to the set for Atlas, 
i.e. prograiDD a) to f) listed, in the IHO Program $8 Atlas descriptioru, 
The tkroury proeraina differ from the AtjLaa ones only as follows 
1) In the Mercury versions there is no JOB DE8C%IPTI0N or CO^IPILER 
heading, instead there are two lines of title* 
2) In the Atlas versions there are tT/o RUIT OUT instructions near the 
end of chapter 0; these are omitted in the Mercury versions. 
3) In the Mercury version the program tape ends with — t h e 
Atlas one ends with * * * T 
4-) The Mercury programs are in CELF 3/4, not EMA. 
The Mercury data tapes end with — t h e Atlas ones end with * * * 2, 
Mercury operation I) Read in program; it stops on the arrow. 
2) Read in parameter ani data tape; tlie prograr^ i reads 
and. punches for one station at a time until the arrow 
at the end of the data is reached. 
If the program is restarted, the re-enter procedure should 
he used, and tie last three hloclcs on the program tape 
must be re-read, i.e. the constants, 
Tirm About (^n + 2N) seconda per station + program reading time, where 
N is tl]e number of standard pressui^es obtained. 
r.l.o, PROGRAM 59 
Title 
Language 
MachiiK 
086 
Thernometer corroctiona for deep-sea reversing 
thernoneters, 
CHLP 3/4 
MSECORY 
In oorrecting deep-sea reversing theraoneter readings, 
oorrootiona which are dependent on the water tenperaturo, 
the anbient tenperature in the laboratory, and the inde% 
errors of the therziozastera, oust be applied. Manual 
correction is simplified if the following graphs are 
prepared with the aid of this progran. 
a) Protected thernoneters, 
A graph of observed main theraoueter readings against 
observed auxiliary theruoneter readings for a sequence 
of values of AT P' 
added to the observed cain reading 
in situ tenperature. 
where is the correction to be 
to give the true 
r.B. Index corrections for both auxiliary and uain 
thsrnonetera are included in this rrauh. 
Tapes 
b) Unnrotoctsd thernoneters. 
A rraph of observed main thernonetor readings 
against the difference between the in situ temperature 
and the true auxiliary tenper'ture, for a sequence 
of values of AT^, where AT^ is the correction to be 
added to the observed nain teuperatura to give the 
true in situ reading of the nain thernoneter. 
n.B. Auxiliary therconeters must have index corrections 
applied before using this graph, but nain thernoneter 
index corrections are included (see note at the end of 
Uethod), 
1) Routine 8C4 (General print, GHLP 3/4) 
2) MIO Progran 59 
3) data (including paraneters). 
The three itena nay be combined onto one or two tapes, 
as required; the tapes should all end with 
Parameters and 
data 
Both protected and unprotected theruonetera can be dealt 
with. 
Parameters are as follows:-
1) theruometer corruction increnent in °C (see Hote 1 
at end of program description), 
2) for protected thernoneters, the range of anbient 
temperatures required, °C; e,g, 5 ^  / 35; 
for unprotected thormoueters, the range of adbient 
— in situ tenperatures required, °0; e,g, -10 ^  / 35o 
3 ) thernooeter nunber, e,g, 3563 
4) ther^aueter type, (3 for protected, 1 for unprotected 
aonth and year of calibration, e.g. 6 1965 5) 
6) the value of 7o, tbe volume of nercury in thezdxci 
below 0°G, 
Data follows and consiats of two blocks of pairs of 
readings of anbient temperature and the corresponding 
index correction. 
N.6 
Program 59 p.2 
Block 1 T and. I for the nain thornoi.ieter, terninated. 
by * (asterisk) on line. 
Block 2 t and. I.|- for the auxiliary tiieraooster, 
terminated, by / (solidus) on a new line, 
Paraieters 1 to 6 and. the two bloclcs of d.ata 
constitute the coi^plete data for oi^ tiiernoneter; 
any nuLiber of sets of data follow. 
This is headed b^ '' the themoneter niidber ani type, 
and the calibration date, Hien ooue tlie following 
coluznns:-
1) headed C, is the thorLiorjeter correction (soe Ilethod) 
2) headed T, is the observed riain theruoijeter reading, 
3) a) protected therconeters: t^, the obserred 
auxiliary theraoueter reading correspondiD.g to C 
b) uniDrotected tiieraoiieters: T. - t, the difference 
between the in situ sea teuperatnre ai"^  the true 
auxiliary thernorieter teaporati-ire, 
4) - 7) ojre repeats of j but with G increoented by the 
input thenaozieter correction incre:ient (see 
Riraueters), 
The output for any given ? of a nain thermometer 
rang^BS over the prescribed input liaj.te of the 
auxiliary thercometer (or for unprotected thermometers, 
auxilicjry - in situ), Tlie output range will in fact 
always ali^itly exceed the input liiy.t3 as specified 
in the parameters, 
Time^  YOsout 2 minutes to reod and compile R 80^ - and N.I.O. 
Program 59, and about 11 seconds per set of data. 
Method 1 Protected thermometers 
Tiet = observed rari.in thermoLieter reading 
Vo = volumo of mercury below zero graduation (in °G) 
I{ = l/(ThermpJ. Expansion); usually E = 6IOO 
1 = index correction to main thermometer at 
temperature 
t' = observed auxiliary thermometer reading 
I.). = index correction to auxiliary thermometer 
= t - t' 
T,t = true main and auxiliary thermometer readings. 
C = T -
P 
may be expressed closely by 
G^ M (T^ + Vo)(T' - t) + nc 1) 
K - (T" + Vo) - (T' - t) 
in tenuis of observed and loiom Tzariables. 
We require for a temperature correction graph to plot 
against t' for a series of volues of G (note that 
P 
G is to include the index corrections for both main 
and auxiliary %ier::oLieter3as \7ell Cijs the correction 
due to the difference betv/eon T and t, ) 
N. 
Program 59 p.3 
Let z = + Vo , y = T' - t 2) 
\ 
or y 
Prom 1) C = gy + IK 
^ K - n [ r + y; 
c_ (K - x) - nc )) 
x - r r 
We are given Vo^K ancL I (ana tlierefore x) at a 
nudber of teqper&ture8 and im -piah to find, y and. 
thence t and. t' for a sequenoe of G sufficient to 
P 
cover A prescribed, range of t from ti to tg say. 
.% tj < t < tg 
/. yi = - tg, yz = - ti are the lovmr and. upper 
liiaits of y. 
Correspondingly 
Gi M %yi/K + I 4) 
Cz A* xy%/K + I 
are tho approximate lo-ner and. upper lii:it3 of C , 
P 
Suppose we want a G increnent of t, then for a given 
T' vm will start with a AT of 
b [lntegrr2 part + 0'5^ - 1 '5] 
and. increnent C by b until a AT of 
P 
b [integi'al part 1^ -— + 0*5 ) + 1 <5] 
V.^  
is reached.. This allows for the cp2oulation of an 
extra two values of y below ancl above yi and. yz. 
Having found, y from 3) for eaoh increment of C for a 
\ P 
given % (and. therefore t is found, fron 2) and. finally 
t' is found, by adding the interpolated auxiliary index 
error to t. 
The whole process is then repeated for another value 
of T % 
2 Unprotected theruo:iBtero 
We require for this graph to plot T ^ againat 
T - t for a series of values of G , wliere 
w M u' 
T = known in situ tem-neratujre of the water 
w 
T ^ = observed unrrotectod tliernomster reading 
u ^ 
t = true unprotected auxiliary thermonBter 
^U = ^u - '^ u' 
In this case 
= K * - tu) + IK 5) 
Program 59 p,4-
Writing x = + Vo, 7 = 
we liave 
y = K(C^ - I) 6) 
Tflth approxinate loner and. up'ier linlts on C of 
Ci = + 1 , 0 2 = X3[2 + I 
z " k 
where yi and. yg = - tz 
From 6) we oan find, y (i.e. »- t ) as a function of x 
(and. therefore T ') for each ^'increrant of C , 
U IX 
Note that in this case the unprotected, auxiliary 
.themometer reading is the true reading and. any index 
corrections to the mzxiliary themoneter nuat be applied. 
before using the graph. "This is because t^ only 
enters the oonputationa in conjunction with , 
Consequently a given (T^  - t ) oi^it arise fron a 
variety of T and. t ,the t all leaving d.ifferent 
. . w. u u ° 
md.ex corrections. 
Notes 1) If it is d-esired. to loiow corroctions to 001°C 
without interpolation, the increHent would, be O'OI. 
For a given main thermoneter reading T, the 
auxilic.ry ther :oaeter reading would be evaluated 
at points suoh that the cotrection G is ± 0<D5, 
± 0'015 etc., i.e. it would, be centred, about zero 
G so tlmt, for exaaple,' any point on the graph 
betrfeen tlTs 0*005 a]::d. 0015 liws for C Will 
re-present a correction of 0«01 (to tlia nearest 
0.^5). 
Suoh a sniall inorenent produces a large output 
and. we have found, it best to uae a large increment 
and 8ub-d.ivide with nulti-point divid.er8. In this 
case note that if sub-d-ivision dovm to 0 0 1 is finc.lly 
required, an od.d. imltiple of this must be used., 
otherwlae, for example, an inorenent in the progran 
of 0'10 would give t at values of C = ± 005, 
± 0'15 etc,, and. sub-d-ivision into. steps would, give 
values for t at C of O, ± 0«01, ± 0 0 2 etc. "This 
in turn rieans, for example, that points between lines 
G = + 001, + 0 0 2 correspond, to a correction of 
+ 0'015 ± O'OO^, our corrootion now involves a 
third. d.ecinial. 
In practice, for values of Vo less than about 90 
we use plotting intervals of 0«01 and. an increiJent 
of 0*09; for larger Vo wo use plotting intervals of 
0 0 2 and. an inorenent of 0*18; then nine points of 
ten-point dividers are used, for 8ub-d.ividing in both 
oases, 
2) The values of ? and. ZC (ur.in therrnoLieter readings and 
ind.ex corrections) oan be talcen fron the N.P.L. 
calibration certificates or the N.I.O. calibration 
curves (the N.I.O. calibrations being Liade at M.A.F.P., 
Lowestoft); in the latter case the values are read, 
ofi vfhenever the line clianges gradient significantly^ 
Program 59 p»5 
The values of t and. At (auxiliary tliernoiaeter 
readings and oorrGotionsj c-re talcen froa tlie N.P.L. 
certificates; in the case of unprotected tliernouBter^ 
they arc not actually used in the computations^ and 
a duar.Ty pair of zero connections t)e inser-bed 
inatead of actual readings, 
jy.lIES OEIL'igE 
N.I.O. PROGRAM 60 
Title Ci-oss apeotrum of two aeries. 
Mercmy 013^ 3 A 
MEECUBY Machine 
Purpose Given two time series^ with t^roa presented, z&lternately, to oonpute 
their means, variances, oovarianoe, s.uto- and. crosa-covariances 
with lags O-L; and. from these to compute the auto spectra, phase 
lead., coherence, co- and. quad.-spectra for frequencies 0 to 1,^ 21,» 
For the last four quantities the second, series is assumed, to "be 
a time interval (second.) later than the first, (See Notes below), 
( 1 ) Program, ( 2 ) Parameters and. d.ata. 
Parameters (a) 7 integers 
8 = Run nuTiiber. 
T = Pair number, 
1 = 1 - Prints aesins, auto and. cross spectra etc, only, 
or 2 - Prints means and. lagged, covarianoes only, 
or 3 - Prints means, covariances and. auto and. cross spectra. 
J,K where 100J + K is the number of terns in each series, 
L = Largest lag required, for covariances (Spectral analysis 
is in terms of han:ionic3 of the basic frequency 0'5/]j)» 
M = Largest ord.er of harmonic in spectra, frequency 0*514'^' 
(b) 4- numbers (fizzed, d-ecimal point) D-G- :-
D = Maximum allowable d.iffercnoe between consecutive values 
of series 1, 
E = tiaximum allowable difference between consecutive vslucs 
of aeriea 2, 
f = Calibration factor, physical units per d.igit, series 1, 
G- = Calibration factor, physical units per digit, series 2. 
Data Series of numbera, positive or negative, with or without decimal 
point, in the order 
xo yo yi xs X 
n~i 
y 
n - i 
where n = 100J + IC. 
(Aa present, the form of print-out for the digital means and 
variance assumes the terms are integers betr/een -1000 and +1000 but 
this is not essential to the progrrjn aa a whole,) 
Restrictions 
Operation 
N, 
-512 < S, T < 512 
1 = 1 , 2 or 3 only 
J > 1 (n 100) 
0 < E < 
100J + K + 3L < 10,238 with 4 
6,142 with GllliP 3 
2 < L < 12M] 
1 < K < L 
( 1 ) Read in program 
( 2 ) Read in parameters and data. 
As it reads in the data tape tlio computer tests each 
difference (%^ (y., 
r-i' 
y _ ) and prints out the value 
r~ •( 
ProErom 60 go2 
of r in the form j, k where r == j + k for any djfferenoe exceeding 
the given D or E, Values for the y series are preoedecL by twalve 
Bpacos, All suoh valuea of r, if are printed, and. imless 
there ia none in botli series the computation will not proceed 
any further^ "but returns to ask for another sot of parameters azuf. 
data, startins with S. If there are no "errors" in the data^ the 
computations and. print-cut follow in ^ue couzTsej aooord.lng to the 
parameter I. Operation (2) may then be repeated., starting with 
parameter S, 
Outoizt (a) Title, 
(b) Run numberg pair nunber, 
(o) Error mmbers r (described, above) 
(d.) If there is nothing in (o) 
(i) Number of terms in each series (100J + K). 
(ii) Mean value of series x, mean value of series y 
(d.igital units). 
(iii) Variance of x, vajdanoe of y, covarianoe zy 
(d.igital units). 
(iv) Variance of variance of y, covarianoe zy 
(physical units). 
(e) (only if I = 2 or 3) ?or s = 0(l)lj printo (1 line for 
each 8):-
s 
(ifn = Isormalised. auto-covariance of series x, with s lags, 
= Noniialised auto-covariance of series y, with s lags. 
(!ri g = Normalised, oross-covariance^ x with s time units later 
than y, 
{igi = Normalised, cross covariance,y with a time units later 
tlian X, 
(f) (Only if I = 1 or 3) 
(i) Frequency increment (See Notes below) 
(ii) For s = 0('l)M prints (1 line for eaoh s):-
s 
Sj'! = Eriergy spectrum (speutrun of variance) of series x 
(physical units), 
Eaa = Energy speotrum (spectrum of variance) of series y 
(physical units). 
(iii) For 8 = 0(l)M prints (1 lijie for eaoh 3):-
Ei2 = Co-spectrum^ corrected, for ^ unit time lag of y 
(phi^ical units). 
Ei2* = Q'aad.-speotrum, oon^cted. for ^ unit tine lag of y 
(physical units), 
^ = True phase lag of series x behind series y (degrees)-. 
(If ^ is negative, it means x is leading in phase,) 
= Coherence of x and y. 
The value of is left blank for any value for which 
the prodixot of the normalised values of E n and E22 is 
negative or less than 10"°, 
P r o g r a m 6 0 p o 3 
T i m e 2 m i n u t e s to read, i n the p r o g r a m taioe, 
mnrmn #i« U ^ * 
Ths follovring Gzample Is a giilds to the computation tioe: 
With 1 = 3, J = 12, K = 0 , Ij=M = ^ Time = 9 minutes (D, E not 
exoeeii"!;, 
1 1 
Method. Mean values: X = r = C 
Each value x and y is then replaoou. "by 
x' = X - I, y/ = y - T 
anJ. the variEmces conputed.: 
Vii = (x for physical units) 
V22 = physical units) 
1-' 
Normalised, auto- end cross-oovarianoes: 
V12 = 2x'y^ (x PG- for physical units) 
((^ 14(3) = [(n - s - 1) Vu]"" 2 
n-8-1 
1^0 r+a " r 
n—s— I 
^ 2 2 ( 3 ) = [ ( n - 8 - l ) V 2 2 ] ^ y ^ r + s 
^12(8) = [(n - s - l)VVn7n]'"^ 2 x' y\ 
(»gi(8) = [(n s - nVvHvI^I-^ 2 y'_. x' 
r=o r+3 
n-s^i 
:^ o " r+3 " r 
-(There s is the lag number. 
Auto spectra: 
^11(8) = ^ en(s - 1) + -& en(s) + ^4 etl(8 + I), S :|: 0 
En(o) = -g eii(o) + -g eii('l), 
L 
where 611(3) = ^2^ (^iXr) cos (^^) 
and 2" means the sum with the first and. last terms halved, 
and s is the harmonic nuober. 
522(3) is similarly defined. 
Co- and. quad-s-oectra: 
(Tkie cross spectrum is usually defined, as the complex ouantity 
E12 + iE42*). 
Firstly tlie direct cross speotral components are computed; 
Flg(3) = f 12(3 - 1) + -& fl2(8) + fi2(8 +1), 3 4 0 
^12(0) = fl2(o) 4- ^  f 12(1) 
where f|2(@) = 4FG-VVi jVac ^2^ 2[4!'i2(r) + (&2i(r)] ccs (^^) 
and Pi2*(8) is defined similarly in terms of f'i2*, 
1 
where fi2'^(g) = '&[(^i2(r) — ((^ 2'((r)] slji 
Then the corrections for the time delay are applied? 
^1^(3) = F]2(3) cos -^ ks + Pi%*'(a) sin -^ ks 
Ei2*(8) = Fi2*(s) cos ^ks - Fig(3) sin -^s 
k = 
P r c g r a m GO p , 4 
From these values the phase lag is oouputed; 
= arotan (EizVEiz) 
Finally, the ooherence is evaD.uated.: 
= .2 
EnE; 
Notes The Fourier sums are computed by means of Watt's iteration process 
(see^ for example, Cartwrlght and Catton, Int. Hyd, Rev,, Vol, 11, 
No. 1, 1963). In the actual computations the last terms corresponding 
to r = L are omitted for convenlanoe; the final results after 
Xi + Xs + amoothliig are quite unaffected by the omission. 
The method of deriving the spectrum is a standard one discussed, for 
example, in "The Measurement of ^ Pcwer Spectra" by Blaclcman and Tukey 
(Dover pubs. 1953). The %» + ^2 + Xi smoothing process is that 
apparently due to a certain J. von Hann, and is equivalent to 
multiplying the lagged covarianoes by oo3^(^). 
In contrast, the Bartlett smoothing process, used in some E.A.E. 
programs, multiplies the lagged covarianoes by |l - (r)| tut the 
i-esulting spectral filter (or window) has larger side-iobes than 
in the Hann process. 
The program as witten assucBs that each series is sampled onoe 
per second. If a different interval (t seconds) is used the spectral 
analysis will be in terms of harmonics of a basic frequency o/s 
althou^ the frequency inorement will still be printed as 
c/s. The largest harmonic will have frequenoy o/s, 
L " Lt 
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